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TO LIST AND ADD POINTS, CONTRASTING,
INTRODUCE EXAMPLES AND CONCLUSIONS

ENGLISH

ESPAÑOL

EXAMPLES IN SENTENCES

In the first
place,

TO LIST AND ADD POINTS
En primer
In the first place, an entrepreneur is his/her own
lugar,
boss

In addition (to
this)

Además de
esto

In addition to this, a hobby can be turned into a
profession

To start with,

Para empezar,

To start with, when you are the boss, you can
make your own schedule

Moreover

Además

Moreover, you go on holiday when you like

To begin with

Para empezar

To begin with, nobody is going to tell you when
to start or when to stop working

Furthermore

Además

Furthermore, setting up a business is a way to
reach your dreams

Besides

Además

Besides, starting a business is a challenge to do
your best

On (the) one
hand

Por un parte

On one hand, the entrepreneur is exposed to a
lot of stress and responsibility

Secondly

En segundo
lugar

Secondly, there is no spare time for him/her

Thirdly

En tercer lugar

Thirdly, many people depend on him/her and
jobs are at stake

Finally

Finalmente

Finally, if things go wrong, losses might be huge

What is more

TO ADD MORE POINTS TO THE SAME TOPIC
Es más
What is more, sometimes entrepreneurs have to
settle with their own assets

Also

También

They also show a great ability to cope with
pressure and tolerate frustration

Apart from

Aparte de

Apart from that, starting a business is a way to
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this/that

On the other
hand
However
In spite of

esto/eso

achieve self-fulfilment

TO MAKE CONTRASTING POINTS
Por otra parte
On the other hand, you make a living by doing
what you like
Sin embargo
However, you mustn’t overlook the downsides
and drawbacks of the undertaking
A pesar de
In spite of the drawbacks, an entrepreneur
always gets by

While

Mientras

Nevertheless

Sin embargo

Despite

A pesar de

Despite all, anyone who wants to set up a
business must show tenacity all the time

Even though

Incluso si

Even though an entrepreneur succeeds, he/she
must go on to achieve the following goal

Although

Aunque

Although entrepreneurs are said to be rich, they
are essentially hardworking people

In spite of (the
fact
that)/verb+ing)

A pesar del
hecho de que

In spite of working very hard, success is not
always at sight

Despite the
fact that
(verb+ing)

A pesar del
hecho de que

Despite the fact that the economic situation is
favorable, success is not always assured

While an ordinary worker enjoys his/her
weekends, an entrepreneur keeps working
Nevertheless, starting a business has its
advantages, like reaching achievement

For example

TO INTRODUCE EXAMPLES
Por ejemplo
For example, entrepreneurs shouldn’t start a
business without carrying out a market research

For instance

Por ejemplo

For instance, learning how to deal with
frustration is a strength

Like

Como

She has got some weaknesses, like lack of selfconfidence and

Such as

TO INTRODUCE CONCLUSION
Tal como
His abilities, such as creativity and innovation,
are far bigger than the rest

To sum up

En resumen

To sum up, we hope this guide helps
entrepreneurs achieve their dreams

In conclusion

Aparte de
esto/eso
Tomando todo

In conclusion, the true entrepreneurs are not
overwhelmed by handicaps
Taking everything into account, someone could

Taking
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everything into en cuenta
account
Finally
Finalmente

In the first place
In addition to
this
To start with
Moreover
To begin with
Furthermore
Besides
On the one
hand
Secondly
Thridly

think that making a living as an employee is a
better option
However, you mustn’t overlook the downsides
and drawbacks of the undertaking
MÁS EJEMPLOS
TO LIST AND ADD POINTS
En primer
In the first place, we must ask if it can
lugar
be stopped.
Además
In addition, staff members often transfer to new
missions.
Para empezar
con
Let me start with some examples…
Por otra
Moreover, the information that it provided were
parte…
recognized as extremely useful.
Para
To begin with, the following
comenzar
industries are under priority.
Aún mas
Futhermore, nostalgia is not a
good guide in politics, in my opinion.
A parte de
Besides, wealth we should also
be speaking about power.
Por un lado
On the the other hand, tax levels are reflected in
housing prices.
En segundo
Secondly, this is no time for a failure
lugar
of nerve.
En tercer lugar Thirdly, natural resource use can
result in environmental impacts.
Finalmente
After four years of study, I finally graduated.

Finally
TO ADD MORE POINTS TO THE SAME TOPIC
What is more

Also,
Apart from
this/that

On the other
hand

Es más
También

What is more, it is cut out
for them.
I have a brother and also a sister.

A parte de
esto/Además

Apart from this paragraph, the Greens will
support this report.

TO MAKE CONTRASTING POINTS
Por otra parte
On the one hand, I'm tired; but on the other
hand, I want to watch a film.
No obstante
However small, it´s the best one.

However
A pesar de

We arrived on time in spite of the traffic jam.

Mientras

I like tea, while she likes coffee.

Sin embargo

The team did not play well; nevertheless, it won
the match

A pesar de

Despite being late, we were the first to arrive.

In spite of
While
Nevertheless

Despite
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Even though

No obstante
/sin embargo

Even though the book is old, it is in good
condition.

Although

Aunque

In spite of the
fact that
/verb+ing
Despite the fact
that/verb+ing

A pesar del
hecho de…

Although I am on a diet, I occasionally eat
sweets.
In spite of being 85, she still travels all over the
world.

Debido al
hecho de…

Despite the fact that she´s 85, she doesn´t travel
around the world anymore.

For example

For instance

TO INTRODUCE EXAMPLES
Por ejemplo
Earthquakes, for example, are described as the
result of tectonic plates moving.
Por ejemplo
Como

This is the case with the UK, for instance
Nobody cooks like my mother does.

Tal como

I have not seen such a thing before.

Like
Such as
TO INTRODUCE CONCLUSION
To sum up

En resumen

In conclusion
Taking
everything into
account

Para concluir
Teniendo en
cuenta todo

Taking everything into account, how serious was
the incident for you…

Por último

I finally figured out this mathematical equation.

Finally

To sum up, I would like to resume the questions.
In conclusion, I would like to add a few words.

